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GUID7, TO TIE LIT-MATURE

by

Edward W. Neroda
Van Kleinsmid Library

University of Southern California

The purpose of this work is to servo as a directory of sour-

ce materials in the field of operations research. It is intended

to be a guide to the literature of OR (operations research,) not

a bibliography per se. Nor is this E7uide to be considered exhau-

stive in its survey since such a compendium is usually beyond the

needs of most students, librarians ;lid OR specialists. This then

is a survey of the major bibliograpAc tools, indexing services

and general information sources which are of importance to the

field of operations research.

Most entries in the guide hzva been annotated. The goal of

these brief descriptions is to familiarize the inquirer as to the

value of a specific work to OR, since the majority of the cita-

tions at first glance would not appear_to have such utility.

Descriptions of the physical fo:mat of the publications such es

specific indexes, frequency of cumulation, etc. generally has

been omitted in this guide since these characteristics are more

than amply explained in the works themselves.

Vhat folio s below is a capsulized view intending to answer

the most basic of questions concerning OR, that is, what is oper-

ations research?
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!ianagement Science, Operational Research, Operaticns Resear-

ch, cr simply OR are four of the most frequently used names to

describe the branch of science which investigates and devises

solutions to management problems through the application of the

scientific method. The history of this field, like that of hu

man knowledge in general, has its roots in anti_quity. But if we

consider OR as being conceived in previous centuries, its birth

certainly occurred during 1Aorld War II in Great Britain and the

United States. Original applications were in war strategy and

optimum use of vital resources. Post-war reconstruction of Eur-

ope gave a new horizon to OR, this phase being the beginning of

non-military development and utilization of OR. Civilian appli-

cation in the U.S. did not occur until the 1950's when the tempo

of commercial activity made a virtual neceesity of OR.

Operations research is founded on the assumption that within

economic activity there exists a high degree of order. OR seeks

to define this order, to quantify, and to understand complete op-

erating systems so as to maximize their effectiveness. Some of

the basic characteristics of OR are the following:

I TOTAL SYSTMS APPROACH

II USE OF INIER-DISCIPLANARY RESEARCH TAMS

III USE OF TIC 3CIEYTIFIC METHOD, I.L. OBSERVE, HYPOTHE-
SIZE, 113ST, CO:TROL

While most early business and military applications of OR

were in scheduling, quarterly plans, inventory control, etc., now

all facets of decision raking problems may b3 analyzed by an OR
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team. Today one finds OR involved in the construction of mathe-

matical, economic, and statistical descriptions of models of de-

cision and control problems. 3va1uation of the consequences of

decision choices and devising appropriate measures of effective-

ness rre yet other basic applications of OR.

Before proceeding, a note concerning the arrangement of cita-

tions. The guide is arranged into seven catagories:

1- IITEXES AND ABSTRACTS

2- BIBLIOGRAPHIES

3- DICTIONARIES

IL- DIRECTORIES

5- PRIMITLY SOURCES

6- INTRODUCTIONS AND GUIDES

7- HANDBOOKS

The entry in each section is alphabetically arranged by title of

the work with each title being given a unique number which will

be the basis of locating a title when using the index which i3

located at the end of the guide.

INDIX3S AND ABSTRACTS

Abstracts me' be expected to provide both the full biblio-

graphic data necessary for retrieval of specific documents and a

summary of the content of listed works. The purpose of the ab-

stract is to allow the inquirer to rapidly survey a vast amount

of material in a capsulized fashion in order to narrow his search

to a specific body of information.
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Objectiveness and universality of coverage are goals which

many abstracting services attenpt to attain within specific sub-

ject fields. The abstracts tend to be arranged along subject

lines which vary in specificity. Usually the abstracts are in-

dexed for author and title access. These indexes almost univer-

sally will be found to cumulate.

Indexes are basically the same as the abstracts save the feet

that they omit the descriptions of the articles. One must there-

fore rely on the alphebetical subject arrangement which appears

in the majority of the indexes and what clues the titles of the

citations may give for an idea of the content of the specific

work. Most indexes and abstracts publish lists of the journals

which they survey.

005 Applied Mechanics Review. Easton, Pannsylveeia: American
Society of Mechanical Engineers, V. 1-, 1948-.

This monthly review medium seeks to cover world litera-
ture in applied mechanics and related engineering scien-
ce. It is selective, not tniversal in literature survey-
ed. OR and all its major facets are covered. En-phasic,

on applied OR rather then experimental or theoretical CR
is to be expected.

010 British Technology Index. London, England: Library Assoc-
iation, V. 1-, 1961-.

Published monthly with an emphasis on British sources,
this journal contains no abstracts. Covering such fields
es 01 and scientifically oriented management, it is a
good source of citations. Zmphesis is on applied OR.

015 Business Periodicals Index. New York: H.W. Wilson Co., V.
1-, 1958-, monthly.

Published by one of the benchmarks of American bibliogra-
phical work, this subject index serves as an access
point to many areas of OR. Depth of coverage in specia-
lized sub-fidids is wanting since this Index is basical-
ly designed for the generalist.
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020 Computer Abstracts. Technical nformation Co., St. Helier,
Jerbey, 3ritiLh Channel Islends2 V.1 -, 1956-, monthly.

It deals primarily with use of digital computers, with
lesser emphasis on analogue and hybrid varieties. Reg-
ular listings are to be found under operational research,
boolean algebra, linear programming, network models, sta-
tistics.

025 Computing Reviews. Yew York: Association for Computing
Lachinery, V. 1-, 1960-, monthly.

Aiming to furnish computer oriented specialists with
critical information about current publications in com-
puter sciences, it contains sections on application,
mathematics of computation, hardware, software ac well
as subsections on aimulation and modeling as well az OR.

030 Dissertation Abstracts International. Ann Arbor, Michigan:
University iiicrofilms, V.1-, 1938-, monthly.

Beginning with volume 27 (1961) the abstracts were div-
ided into humanities and sciences sections. The latter
covers approximately 300 institutions in the U.S. and
Canada. This abstract gives access to doctoraJ disser-
tations submitted to University Microfilms. It is e re-
levant source for all facets of 01. Subject access
through the 117IC index is problematic since it is prone
to non-explicit author constructed titles.

035 :,ngineering Index. ITew York: Digineering Index Inc., V.1-,
ltiti14-, monthly.

This abstracting journal covers ell areas relating to
engineering with a world-wide scope. Organization and
access is excellent with some 12,000 subject headings.
It lists hundreds of cross references for OR covering
all facets. This is unquestionably a valuable source
of OR material especially in the experimental and appl-
ied fields.

040 Index of Mathematical Tables, A. Fletcher, J.C.P. hiller
and C.B.E. Rosenhead. Reading, Massachusetts: Addison-
Vesley, 1962.

This is en index to other works in the field of mathe-
matics which contain tables of data, i.e. prime numbers,
factor tables, probability, binomial coefficients. It
also gives availability of machine readable data. Lim-
ited in value by its publication date.
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045 Int:Tdok Directory of Published Proceedings: Series S']MT,
Jci-nce ]ngineering Ledicine Technology'. Harrison,
!ew York: Interdok Corporation, 1;65...

1, good source o2 information issued by a'Isociations or
societies which may not lxve been widely distributed.
Lany relevant entries to OR, plus helpful cross referen-
ces.

050 International i..bstract in Operations P,esearch. Baltimore:
Operations 2esearch Society of Lmerica, V.1-, 1561-, bi-
monthly.

This tool is organized into five sections: digest, ab-
stracts and reviews, abbreviations, authors, and subject

.abstracts have been divided into small subject
sectors which allow rapid access to specific fields of
interest. This is the first irdex or abstract to sear-
ch if one is extremely limited in research time. It
contains sources of current bibliographies.

055 hanagement Information Systems Index. Detroit: American
Data Processing, V.1-, 1962-.

060 mathematical 2eviews. inn krbor, Michigan: University of
Michigan, V.1-, 1940-, monthly.

Encompassing all phases of mathematics, from history and
biography to optics and geophysics, it is world-wide in
its scope. Many sections relevant to OR such as systems
control, matrix theory, probability, statistics, and a
specific section on OR appear, making this an important
source.

O& U.S. Government Reports Index. Springfield, Virginia: U.S.
Departftent Of Eck. n, National Technical Information
Service, V.1-1 1946-, sep,..

G2I indexes the Government Research and Develo meLt Re_
ports see following , a on: 070.

070 U.S. Government Research and Development Reportl. Spring-
acid, Virginia: U.S. Department of Commerie, National
Technical Information Service, V.1-1 1946-, semi-monthly.

This source covers U.S. government and government con-
tracted work. It is divided into 22 subject fields over
half Df which contain material relevant to OR. Sections
covering mathematical sciences (12), electronics and
elecz.rical engineering (9) and military scienqes (15)
are particularly rich in information.
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075 Operations .esearch/Lanagement Science. Whippany, rew Jer-
sey: ]xecutive science institute, V.1-, 1961-, monthly.

.reviewing all aspects of OR, it is aimed at executive
non-specialists, in other words, the abstracts cover
material which is not extremely technical. Construction
of this abstract allows the subscriber to maintain e card
file system of these abstracts.

080 duality Control and Applied Statistics Abstracts Service.
:4ew York: Interscience, V.1-, 1956-, monthly.

C85 Science Abstracts: Section B: Electrical and Electronics_
abstracts. London of Electrical Engineers,
V.1-, 180-, months., .

W-Al indexed abstracting journal covering all aspects of
OR including Earkov processes, stochastic systems, lin-
e.r programming, Monte Carlo methods, queueing theory,
probability, game theory, etc., not to be overlooked.

090 Science Abstracts: Section C: Computer and Control Abstr-
acts. London: Institute of Electrical Engineers, V.1-,
137-, monthly.

095

Citations concerning OR in this abstract obviously emp-
hasize automated aspects. This abstract together with
Science Abstracts Section B (085) should be searched to-
gether since there is overlap between the two.

Selected Rand Abstracts. Santa Monica, California: Rand
Corporation, V.1-, 1963-, quarterly.

This is an abstracting publication of Rand's non-classi-
fied studies. Occasionally they do studies which con-
cern OR or al2ied fields such as policymaking, mathemati-
cal programming, planning, statistics, etc. This is not
a major source, but it is worth reviewing if one is en-
gaged in depth research.

100 Statistical Theory and Method Abstracts. Edinburgh, 'Ingland:
International Statistical Institute, V.1-, 1960-, quar-
terly.

The goal of this work is the complete coverage of all
contributions to theory and method of mathematical
statistics and related topics. :orld-1,ide coverage is
attempted. This abstracting journal is en excellent
source for the theoretical research being done in OR.
Statistics being a major tool of OR, this is a valuable
resource.
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105 Scientific end Technical :ierespace Aepolts. U.S. National
Aeronautics and Jpece ;.dministration. Washington, D.C.:
'deo. Government Printing Office, V.1-1962-, semi-monthly.

This abstracting service has a data base of over one mil-
lion documents with a substancial amount of coverage re-
lated to OR. Operations research articles tend to be
concentrated in the applied field rather then experimen-
tal or theoretical.

110 -,Torld Eeetings: Social end Behavioral Sciences, Education,
and Aanogement: r. Two Year Relistry of Future fleetings.
Chestnut Hill, hassachur;etts: lorld Meetings Information
Center Inc., V.1-, 1971-.

The title is self-explanatory. Yt also lists parameters
for papers being accepted for these meetings, persons to
contact for information. OR meetings are listed under
the sub-heading mathematics.

BIBLIOGRITHI:S

Bibliographies are compilations of works, whatever their

form may be, such as books, reports, proceedings, within a well

defined subject field and generally arrenged alphabetically by

author. Bibliographies often are restricted in some manner such

as date of publication, language, etc.

Even in this relatively young field of OR, one finds a pro-

liferation of bibliographies. This is therefore not to be con-

sidered a bibliography of bibliographies, but instead, an over-

view of some of the classic works, as well as examples of some

current bibliographies in OR subfields.

A final item to keep in mind when using a bibliography is

its date of publication. These compendiums are seldon up-dated,

a fact which makes them essentially retrospective research tools.

1. 0
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115 L lications of Linear Programming to Urban Planning, James
F. EcLaughlin. Monticello, Illinois: Council o' laann-
ing Librarians, 1.968.

Iinerr programming, a mathematical technique which deals
with corplex problems involving allocation of scarce re-
sources, is the topic of this short unannotated biblio-
graphy.

120 Bulletin Signaletique 110: Informatique Automatique Rech-
erche Operationnelle. Paris: Centre de Documentation,

. V.22-, 1961 -, monthly.

This is a bibliography of the holdings of the Centre de
Documentation in Paris. A continuation of Hathamatiqu)s
Pures et Appliquees, this is a valuable source. It con-
tains sections on statistics and probability, OR. Vary
ahort annotations are given in French. ill documents in
this bibliography are on file at the Centre.

125 lCom.....,-ehend.veBionsReseerch. Case
Institute. Uley, New York: Operations Research Group,
1558-1963.

A two volume retrospective bibliography attempting to
cover all OR material prior to 1958.

130 Health Planning Applications of Operations Research end Sys-
tems Analysis, L Selected Bibliography, Thomas H. Dun-
aye, Bobbie L. Foote and Sue L. Dunaye. onticello,
Illinois: Council of Planning Librarians, 1971.

It lists in separate sections monographs, reports, tech-
nical documents, journal articles, and bibliographies.
,111 material concerns the tools end techniques of OR Es
related to planning community health services. Not
highly technical, this work is designed for health plan-
ners and administrators.

050 International Abstracts in Operations Reooarch.

This work hes been discussed above, but it bears repea-
ting since it is an excellent source of current biblio-
grapies.

135 Linear Programming end Lssociated Techniques: a comernen-
sive Bibliography on Linear, .eon- linear and Dynerlc
Programming, V. Riley and S.I. Garris. Chevy Chase,
Maryland: Johns Hopkins University, 1958.

J doted but useful source for a retrospective search.
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lli0 Yetwerk :nalvds: I Selected Bibliography, Budd H. HcbF.rt
and licine flurphy. honticello, Illinois: Council of
Planning Librarians, 1970.

Jetwork structure, network flat's, random graphs, deign
and routing are the principle divisions of this unanno-
tated bibliography. Emphasis is on current literature
covering books, prJceedings, papers and articles.

1L Operations 1esearch: an innotatea Bibliography, Jam-3 H.
Batchelor. St. Louis: St. Louis hcademy Press, 1959-
1,64.

A four volume work, it covers materials on OR up to 1961.
Good annotations, world-wide scope, this biblicgraphy is
one of the most important retrospective OR search tools
since it covers the time prior to the commencement of
the International Abstracts in Operations research.

150 PITT and CPU: e Selected Bibliography, Uaribeth Brennan.
iionticello, Illinois: Council of Planning Librarians,
1968.

A non-annotated bibliography on Program Evaluation Re-
view Technique (PERT) and Critical Path Method (CP10.

155 Stochastic Programming: a Selected Bibliography, Bud H.
Eebert.. Uonticello, Illinois: Council of Planning
Librarians, 1970.

Stochastic programming, another tool of OR, is given de-
tailed annotated treatment in this bibliography. Con-
centration is on methodology.

160 Subject Guide to Books of the Operations Research Center,
Cairo. halhad al-Takhtit al Qawmi. Cairo: Operations
research, 1963.

Title is self-explanatory.

165 Systems Analysis: a Bibliography of Selected Rand Publica-
tion. Santa Honica, California: Rend Corporation, 1967.

Contains several hundred citations of unclassified docu-
ments dealing with aspects of systems nnalysis and OR.

170 Porld Bibliography of Bibliographies, Theodore Desterman.
Geneva: :iocietas Bibliographical 1965.

This source is probably ,nly useful in an extensive re-
trospective search.
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DICTIONARIES

Included here are dictionaries which are felt to be most

useful to the field of OR. Being an interdisciplinary science,

one will find entries for fields related to OR, such as statist-

ics, computer programming, etc.

One may expect to find not only definitions but also etymo-

logy, biographical data, acronyms, initialisms, Lnd abbreviations

in these works.

175 Computer Programmer's Dictionaryand Handbook, Donald Spencer.
1Jaltham, Massadhus6tts: lai.uaal Publishing Co., 1968.

Contains approximately 1200 entries, with en emphasis on
programming. Many table::, some biography, lists of man-
ufacturors are included.

180 A Dictionary of Statistical Terms Maurice G. Kendall and
R. Buckland. New York: Hefner Publishing Co.,

1960.

Prepared under the auspices of the International Stat-
istical Institute and uzsoo, this work fills the gap
in time from the publication of Statistical Dictionary
(see number 195). Contains foreign language glossaries.

185 Funk and Wagnalls Dictionary of Data Processing, Harold
Rogers. New York: Funk and Wegnalls, 1;70.

It attempts coverage of hardware, software, programming,
logic, etc.

190 Mathematical Dictionary-Multilingual 3dition. Princeton,
New Jersey: Van gostrand, 1968.

It gives the English language user access to nathemati-
cal terminology in French, German, Tussian, ar.d Spanish.

195 Statistical Dictionary, Ilbert Kurtz and Harold Edgerton.
New York: Hefner Publishing Co., 1967.

A reprint of the 1939 edition, its purpose i3 to provide
the user with clear, concise definitions of statistical
terms. Covers mathematical, educational, psychological,
business, and biological statistics. Somewhat dated for
OR but it is still useful.
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Dr_LECTO2I]S

From directories one mcy expect to be eble to locate the

names of individuals or organizations and their respective eddre-

sses. directory specifically for OR was located, hotever, sin-

ce by nature OR involves the disciplines of mathematics and stat-

istics, several of their directories have been included.

200 Directory of Statisticians and Others in ailed Professions.
lashington, D.C.: American Statistical issocietion,
1961-, annual.

It contains the combined membership of the American Sta-
tistical association, Biometric Society, and the Insti-
tute of Mathematical Statistics.

205 Who is Related to Thom in the Computer Industry. Computer
Conulltarits. Oxford: Perganon Press, 19&

Being a directory of companies rather than persons, it
is divided into three secticns each giving access to the
computer industry members.

210 Vorld Directory of Mathematicians. International Mathemati-
cal Union. Stockholm: iiilquist and Ilksell, 1969.

Title is self -- explanatory.

RUMMY souac3s

Principally in the form of journals, the primary source is

the main mode of currency for any field including OR. No attempt

at completeness has been made since it would involve the inclus-

ion of hundreds of titles. Only an overview of the hallmark sou-

rces has been presented.

215 ccas Journal. Ottewa: Canadian Operational Research Society,
V.1-, 15'63-.

Published three times per year, this journal is useful
in obtaining OR research being conducted in Canada. Ab-
stracts of articles are in English and French. Both
applied and theoretical aspects of OR are treated.
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220 Journal of the Operations Research cociety of Japan. Tokyo:
Operations Research Society of Japan, V.1-, 1958-.

In English, it is oriented to Japanese research 1.n OR.

225 Naval Research Logistics Quarterly. Washington, D.C.: U.S.
Department of the Navy, Office of Naval Research, V.1-0
1954-, quarterly.

The U.S. Navy being one of the early development forces
in the field of OR, this journal will continue to be a
rich source of articles on mathematics, statistics,
economics, nearly all of which have an emphasis on 011.

230 na1._.of,Str_,tistalTew,.Tour'cderalaniesearch. Bradford,
Lngland: Institute of Technology, V.1-, 190 -.

;.specially strong for currant research conducted in the
United Kingdom, this journal is published three times per
year.

235 Operations Research. Baltimore, Laryland: Operations Re-
search Society of America, V.1-, 1952-, 6/Year.

240 St

Being one of the most important courses of current OR
information in the U.S., articles cover ell facets of
this science. Abstracts are included and there is a
book review- section.

search: Journal of the erational Research Societ of
India. l'ew De : Opera
V.1 -, 1964-, quarterly.

ion

Oriented to the Indira milieu.

Researc. Socie y ol India,

245 Prosress in Operations 1'e.:earch. tiiley, New York: Opera-
ations Research Society of America, V.1-, 1961-.

This irregular series sponsored by the Operations Re-
search Society of America gives a state of the art view
of OR. Starting with volume three, a topical approach
vas adopted. It is well documented.
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INTRODUCTION AND GUIDES

Perhaps because of the relative youth of the OR field, one

will encounter a high frequency of introductory monographs on the

subject. Many of these introductions are in textbook form. The

effort here has been to include those works which are considered

standards of the field, sources which act in the tradition of a

desk reference guide. While being comprehensive in scope, these

volumes tend to be shallow in depth. Some introductions or guid-

es for such sub-fields as queueing theory have been included.

250 Basic Operational Research, P.G. Moore. London: Sir Isaac
Pitman and Sons, 196b.

An elementary textbook oriented to the more serious
student.

255 Dynamic Programming, D.J. White. San Francisco: Holden -Dcy,
1969.

Covering adaptive, stochastic and deterministic process-
ing, this work may also be considered as an introduction
to subfields in OR. The author is a professor of OR. in
Glasgow.

260 Executive Decisions and Operations Research, D.W. Miller and
H.K. Starr. Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Nall,
1969.

Examining the structure of decision problems from an in-
tegrated decision theory viewpoint, this is an elementary
level work. It contains a good introductory level bib-
liography.

265 Guide to Operational Research, Walter Ezic Duckworth. Lon-
don: Methuen, 1965.

270 Hov to Find Out in Mathematics. John E. Pemberton. New York:

covers such topics as mathematical education, history
and biography, sources of Russian mathematical informa-
tion, etc. There is a special section on probability
and statistics, as well as OR.

-11111- /6
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275 Implementation of Operations Research, Jan H.B.M. Huysninns.
rim York: Interscicnce, 1970.

kal elementary handbook for application of OR to problems
in business and industry. It covers objective setting,
research, experiment design, analyas of results, etc.

280 Into or Pre ramming and Yetwork Flows, T.C. Hu. Henlo Park,
California: .Addison-l'esley, 15 ,.

This is an advanced textbook in OR containing extensive
references and bibliographical material, exercises, tab-
les.

285 Introduction to Opurations Research, Patrick Rivett. San
Francisco: Basic Books, 1968.

Not a work for the OR specialist, but it is a good star-
ting point for one interested in this field. Short, un-
complicated and with an adequate bibliography.

290 hanager's Guide to Operations Research, Russell L. kickoff.
Neu York: 7 iley, 1563.

It covers management cybernetics, quantitative management
and statistical management.

295 rltwork ,:.nalysis for Planning, and Scheduling, Albert Batter-
-77. Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, 1569.

mother introduction to a subfield of OR, it covers CRT,
P.I1T, heuristic methods, etc. It gives sets of problems
for solution and e bibliography.

300 flueuing Theory, Jcseph A. Panico. Englewood Cliffs, New Jer-
sey: Prentice-Hall, 1969.

Being designed as a supplementary textbook, it serves
es an introduction to a major facet of OR It contains
ample graphs, formulas, and examples.

305 Structure of Human Decisions, David ZJ. hiller and Lartin K.
Starr. 3nglewoodCanr, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall,
1967.

Limited in its use of mpthomPtdes Fed stAirtics. It
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310 User's Guide to Linear Programming, Hans G. Daellenbach and

Earl J. Bell. 7,nglewood Cliffs, Few Jersey: Prentice -

Hall, 1970.

The purpose of this work is to enable prospective users
of linear programming to recognize decision problems
that may apply to this method and prepare computer pro-

grams. It assumes 2 prior knovledge of the field.

H.PITDBOOKS

Citations included in this category tend to be for practical

uorks for the OR specialist. Heavy use of tables, graphs, formu-

las and symbols may be expected. Handbooks tend to be reference

materials, the types of books that would be found in the private

collection of operations research personnel.

315 Cogouter Handbook, Harry Huskey and Granino A. Korn. New

York: McGraw Hill, 1962.

A somewhat dated but still useful one volume source of

general principles of both design and utilization of

computers. The work stresses technique end not theory.

320 UST/Computer Programs in Science and Technology. New York:

Science Lssociates, V.1-, 1971 , quarterly.

This journal gives access to computer program sources
which may ba used for problem solution. It contains a

roster of vendors, and a bibliography of articles in
which programs have been described. Contains numerous

entries for OR and related sub-fields.

325 Design and Use of Computer Simulation Models, James R. 2;ms-
hoff. New York: Macmillan, 1970.

330 Handbook of Automation, Computation and Control, Eugene Hun-

ter Grabbe. New York: Illey, 1958-1961.

with systems analysis, iv uollueIn6 Mcliq oeuu.o.w.0
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335 Handbook of numerical hethods and Lpplication, Louis G.
lienlo Park, California: Adison-Vasley, 1967.

Its emphasis is on numerical methods and the computer;
there is a separate section on statistics and ample
references plus a bibliography.

340 Handbook of Probability and Statistics with Tables, Richard
3. Burington and Donald C. Jay. New York: McGraw -Hill,
1970.

It aims to be a convenient summary of theory, working
rules and tabular material useful in practical appli-
cation of statistics and probability. It is well index-
ed.

345 Handbook of Selected Sample Surveys, Jean Namis. New York:
St. Johns University Press, 1969.

It is an excellent source of information of the federal
statistical gathering system. Aoquately describes sou-
rces by agency of publication. 2ach section contains
bibliography.

350 Handbook of Tables for Mathematics, Samuel h. Selby. Cleve-
land, Ohio: Chemical Rubber Co., 1970.

.an extensive work that should be on the book shelf of
anyone in the OR field, it contains over a hundred pages
on probability and statistics alone.

355 Handbook of Tables for Probability and Statistics, lilliam
H. Beyer. Cleveland, Ohio: Chemcial aubber Co., 1968.

Covering probability-distribution, chi-square, order
statistics, quality control, non-parmetric statistics,
it is a source not to be nissed.

360 Handbook of the Poisson Distribution Frank A. Haight. hew
York: Liley, 15 7.

365 Powers, Roots, Deciprocals From .0001-1.000, Hans Hol. Jen-
kintoIml Ponssylvania.

It is a good source if you have no access to a computer.

370 Tables of Integrals and Other nathometical Data, Herbert B.
Dwight. Iknr York: Yacmillan, 1961.

Algebraic functions, probability integrals, hyperbolic
functions, etc., are covered.
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